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Black Student Union Petition Fights Complacency on Campus
Over 500 already signed
By ERICA WILLIAMS

Black students at Colorado College are calling for action on the part
of the school administration regarding the hostile, racist email sent
to much of the student body and faculty. Most recently, they wrote a
petition specifically outlining what policy changes and implementations need to be made at the school-wide level.
It has been over three weeks since the email was sent and received.
Almost immediately following, President Jill Tiefenthaler released a
statement on behalf of the institution, insisting that “diversity and inclusion are two of our shared core values,” and acknowledging that
“our communities of color are especially hurting, with many understandably feeling anger and fear for their safety.”
In this email statement, Tiefenthaler promised “supportive gatherings on campus” and a “robust lineup of events in Block 7 for deeper
examination of racism and sexism.” Tiefenthaler also pledged that
the school would “work on ways to strengthen and empower our
community to call out racism in all its forms every day on campus
and commit to cultivating an inclusive campus culture that recognizes the various intersections of identities that make up the CC community.”
While well-intentioned, Tiefenthaler failed to mention any specific
policy implementations to work toward said inclusive, safe, campus
atmosphere. As such, many students of color were left feeling upset,
Continued on pg. 6

Open a phone camera and a notiﬁcation will pop up linking to where the letter
and petition are able to be read and signed.

Have We Arrived at the Promised Land?
50th Anniversary of Reverend Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr.’s Assassination
By RAMAH ALERYAN
On April 4, 2018, Colorado College observed the 50th anniversary of Reverend Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr.’s assassination at Shove
Chapel. The Chapel’s bell rang
39 times, symbolizing the civil
rights leader’s age at the time of
his death. These chimes were followed by the magical music of the
Pikes Peak Community College’s
jazz ensemble.
Later, the documentary “Eyes
on the Prize: Volume 10: The
Promised Land” was shown. The
screening, which was sponsored
by Colorado College, Pikes Peak
Community College and University of Colorado Colorado Springs,
ended with a panel about the
question: “Have we arrived at the
Promised Land?”
The panel featured the following
people: Dr. Regina Lewis, a professor at Pikes Peak Community ColPhoto By Evan Foster

Continued on pg. 4

Blues and Shoes in Limbo
By GRACE PERRY
On Monday night, The Colorado man said.
In their email, CCSGA encourCollege Student Government Association sent an email to inform the aged students to attend a dialogue
student body that Carnivore Club today at noon in the Wes Room to
would not be organizing Blues and discuss the future of this annual
Shoes this coming fall. The Car- tradition and how to continue previous efforts to
nivore Club has
make the event
handled Blues and
more
inclusive
Shoes every year
and welcoming
since its inception in 2004; thus,
“There is a distinct for all students.
governaccording to the
possibility that there “Student
ment is open to a
email announcement, “there is a will be no student-run change and diadistinct possibil- Blues-like event next logue,” Schulman
said.
However,
ity that there will
year.”
regardless of the
be no student-run
nature of the new
Blues-like event
tradition, Schulnext year.”
man
affirmed
Zac Schulman
‘19, the incoming student body CCSGA’s commitment to host an
president, believes Carnivore event at the beginning of the yearClub’s decision to step down as because Block 1 is “such a great
organizers “presents a really great time to bring campus together.”
The four co-chairs of the Carniopportunity for Blues to evolve into
something else”—especially given vore Club recently decided they
its controversial nature as a blue- were no longer going to host Blues
grass event which “panders to pre- and Shoes “as the connection bedominantly white people because tween the club and the event has
of the nature of the music,” SchulContinued on pg. 4
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Group Hopes to Help CC Ditch
Disposables at Dining Halls
By RORY LOWE
What would it take to get everyone to bring
their own mug to Colorado Cofee? How
about bringing their own bowl to Benjamin’s? Would the prospect of a discount get
people to remember their mug from home?
What would need to be done to make bringing your own reusable containers the new
norm? hese are the questions that the students behind Ditch Disposables have been
trying to answer since the program began
last year.
“It’s like taking a Nalgene to class ... no
one ever buys bottled water anymore,” said
Marissa Oves, Colorado College Student
Government Association Junior Representative. Oves recently joined Ditch Disposables
alongside members of the sustainability
council in their eforts to engineer a cultural
shift, beginning with a trial of a ‘disposable
tax’ during earth week-the irst week of Block
8-and continuing during next year’s New
Student Orientation.
During NSO, the Ditch Disposables team
plans on educating new students, NSO
leaders, First Year Experience mentors, and
Resident Advisors about the campaign to
cut down waste and start a cultural change
by providing all of them with some reusable dishware. “It’s hard to rewire people’s
brains,” said Oves. “But if we start the year
of right, if we really nail this in and make it
a priority, we can change Colorado College’s
sustainability ethic and culture.”
Tyler Dexter, the operation manager for
Bon Appétit, said that Bon Appétit has offered the discount for bringing your own
reusable mug since in 2009, but there has
never been a critical mass of students taking
advantage of the discount. Danny Rodriguez,
one of the Oice of Sustainability’s interns,
explained that they are planning on piloting
a program to reverse this discount, framing
it as an added cost to those who don’t bring
their own mug instead of a discount for those
who do.
Rodriguez, Oves, and many others on
campus are committed to making the push

to change the culture at CC. In addition to
outreach during NSO, they also plan on increasing the visibility of the campaign on social media and in the dining halls where it is
meant to make an impact.
“Disposables by nature are part of American culture,” said Austin Kumm, assistant
general manager of Bon Appétit at CC. “It’s
a matter of changing the overall campus culture by not having disposables at all.” Kumm
is supportive of the student groups who are
hoping to change the norm, and he likened
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the campaign to similar successful cam- able, and if you don’t, that’s not cool.”
Additionally, Kumm sees a time when perpaigns to cut down on disposable plastic bag
haps we won’t even reusage in other parts of the
member what the norm
country.
once was: “If you start
Benjamin Swift, a volwith the freshmen, in
unteer with the Oice
four years, you’ll have
of Sustainability who is
“It’s a matter of
people graduating that’ll
working on Ditch Dissay, ‘What’s a disposposables, is optimistic
changing the overall
Kumm said.
about the potential of the
campus culture by not able?’”
Whether these hopes
campaign. “With a small
campus like this, there is having disposables at all.” become actualized rests
not in the hands of the
a deinite possibility that
dreamers, as they will be
we can move in the direclost to graduation in a few
tion of change,” he said.
years, but in the culture;
Rodriguez envisions a
campus culture of accountability and aware- for if a change is afected in the culture, it can
ness, imagining the ethos around reusables persist indeinitely.
being: “It is the normal thing to bring a reus-

Photo By Kochi Nakajima

CC Alumnus Speaks on Gun Control in America, or Lack Thereof
By JOSIE KRITTER

Photo By Daniel Sarché

he Second Amendment reads, “A well-regulated Mi- ists have not been as successful. He has an impressive
litia, being necessary to the security of a free State, the resume working in gun control reform. he Wall Street
right of the people to keep and bear Arms, shall not Journal labeled him the “face of the gun control movebe infringed.” his topic has become a critical issue in ment” after the Sandy Hook Elementary School mass
American politics as mass shootings continue to occur shooting. As the son of a licensed gun dealer and NRA
with astonishing frequency, and there has been little member, Glaze brings a unique perspective to this issue.
“I am baled that gun control legislation has not
governmental intervention. In 2018 alone, there have
passed in the U.S., especially after so many school shootbeen 57 mass shootings in America.
On one side of the debate, some argue that it is their ings,” Jenny Ross ’18 said after the discussion. “I always
constitutional right to bear arms in order to protect wondered why the U.S. was unable to pass legislation,
while other countries, like Australia,
themselves. his is grounded in
have been able to with huge amounts
the legacy of the American Revoluof success. Glaze’s point that the
tion. his legacy has helped foster a
Parkland shooting generated so
pro-gun culture that has been intermuch change because the students
twined with politics, money, and sohad the support of their parents and
cial divides. he politics of pro-gun
Interestingly, it seems the privilege to afect change was a
America are highly organized, wellfunded, and have massive amounts that now more than ever, really interesting perspective.”
he debate over gun control seems
of support.
gun policy reform may to have uncovered deep social diviAnti-gun groups, on the other
sions in the U.S. Even though it seems
hand, have had less success. As a
gain traction.
that gun reform may never pass,
whole, gun policy reform has not
Glaze emphasized that we might not
made much progress despite the rebe as divided as it seems. He noted
curring tragedies, making the U.S.
that background checks are “more
an anomaly among the global north.
popular than pizza” in the realm of
Shootings tend to garner attention
through the media in the immediate aftermath before public support. On creating change, Glaze highlighted
the importance of engaging in productive dialogue on
public attention quickly dissipates.
However, after the shooting in Parkland, Fla., it seems these issues, stating, “You can’t win a debate you’re not
that the issue of gun control has once again brought the willing to have.”
In order to afect change, you have to show up. Glaze
issue back to the forefront of people’s minds. It seems
that now more than ever, gun policy reform may gain concluded that we have the privilege and duty to act,
urging the audience to do more than just show up for
traction.
On April 10, CC alumnus Marc Glaze ‘92 gave a talk on election day; set up a meeting with your representa“Gun Violence in America.” He covered everything from tives, take your friends to the polls, educate yourself, and
how the National Rile Association can “reward friends make sure your voice is heard, and your face is seen.
and punish enemies,” to why exactly gun control lobby-
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The WRC Reflects on CC’s First Alcohol-Free Week
The Wellness Resource Center recently alcohol abstinence on Instagram and Faceasked students to consider how they might book. These posts served as a means of enbenefit from abstaining from alcohol. Dur- couragement for students who consciously
ing Colorado College’s first Alcohol-Free chose to abstain from alcohol. The WRC’s
posts ranged from expliWeek, the WRC challenged
cating the benefits of going
the student body to do just
alcohol-free, to instructions
that from April 2–6.
“There’s a power
on how to help a friend who
The WRC aimed to raise
in knowing that life is struggling with alcohol
an awareness among the
CC student body on the
without drinking is abuse, to weekend activities alternative to drinking.
reality of a nearly, or even
The WRC’s most popular
totally, alcohol-free life. still a life in all of its
post included a Medium
Because post-graduate life
fullness.”
article by Scott Marquart
will consist of more presstitled, “6 Things I Learned
ing responsibilities and less
from One Week Without
leisure time than college life,
the WRC intended to present students with Alcohol.” The article recounted Marquart’s
a preview of what their future may resemble. discovery of monetary alternatives to alcoThroughout WRC’s first Alcohol-Free hol and his improved mental clarity. “There’s
Week, they posted daily messages related to a power in knowing that life without drink-

ing is still life in all of its fullness,” Marquart
wrote. “Going even just this one week without alcohol provided an excellent lens for observing my life, and it presented a number of
important realizations.” Students who chose
to abstain during Alcohol-Free Week could
readily relate with Marquart, in both their
struggles and triumphs, as they also realized
they could experience a fulfilled life without
alcohol.
In the future, the WRC envisions proposing
both a seven- and 30-day alcohol-free challenge during the month of April. During this
extensive abstinence period, students will
formally sign a pledge at the beginning of the
month to restrain from drinking. Throughout
April, the WRC anticipates collaborating with
The Office of Campus Activities to host multiple alcohol-free events, such as trivia nights
and dance parties. The WRC aims to reorient

By ELLEN LOUCKS
the commonly held association between a
“fun time” and “being drunk” by encouraging students to enjoy themselves without alcohol. The WRC hopes that, as students share
their stories of going alcohol-free with one
another, the powerful exchange of testimonies will encourage larger groups of students
that there are different means of deriving
pleasure than simply alcohol.
“I [would] love [for] more students to feel
comfortable in engaging with us in the Wellness Resource Center about conversations
around not drinking, and critically examining drinking behaviors,” said Chris Walters,
the Health Educator at the WRC. “And I’d also
love if ... you know, out of this campaign, students felt more comfortable in working with
us, and potentially creating a student group
that advocates for sober spaces that advocate
for critical discussions on substance use.”

Colorado Newspaper Takes on Hedgefund Owners
By EMILY KRESSLEY
This past Sunday, The Denver Post made
the front page of The New York Times for
revolting against its New York-based hedge
fund owner, Alden Global Capital. As reported by the Colorado College Political Science
Listserv, “The Post is pleading with that owner, which it describes as a vulture capitalist,
to sell the paper to someone who will respect
it after the latest round of 30 layoffs cut about
a third of its newsroom.”
The article by The NYT explained the monumental step by The Post, a 125-year-old
newspaper, to openly revolt in an editorial
titled, “News matters. Colo. should demand
the newspaper it deserves.” As printed papers are on the decline, layoffs in newsrooms
across the country are not uncommon, nor
is the dissatisfaction that follows. The Post’s
own motives followed a more drawn-out
feud by journalists fed up with the same
trend at The Los Angeles Times.
“For many publications that do not attract
a patron-like owner, however, the difficult
times are likely to continue, and midsize
newspapers have been hit especially hard,”
read The NYT in explaining why The Post
took the bold approach they did. “Hoping to

avoid the slow trudge to irrelevance or bank- to call out the indifference the owners seem
ruptcy, the Denver paper took the stuff of to have to the paper and how they had been
newsroom conversation and made it public concerned to speak out in fear of losing their
jobs.
in dramatic fashion.”
The author of the editorial, Chuck Plunkett,
Why should we care? In an age of constant
news, and also questionably sourced news, is also the editorial page editor. Plunkett did
not alert executives
it is important not to
at Digital First Media
get lost in information
overload. “Knowing
“Hoping to avoid the slow of what he was about
to do, nor did he tell
who owns the media
trudge to irrelevance or
the chief editor of the
outlets you read and
Afterwards,
why it matters is more bankruptcy, the Denver paper paper.
Plunkett was not fired
important than ever,”
took the stuff of newsroom nor were the articles
explained the Listerv.
removed from circula“As it happens, Coloconversation and made it
rado is a microcosm
public in dramatic fashion.” tion.
“Denver is so proud
of America. Here we
of our flagship newspahave elusive billionper for speaking out,”
aire newspaper owners, secretive hedge-fund owners, reader- Mayor Michael B. Hancock said in a statement. “The Denver Post said it best—they are
supported nonprofits, and family owners.”
The Post is relevant, having won nine Pulit- necessary to this ‘grand democratic experizer Prizes and serving 700,000 city residents ment,’ especially at a time when the press and
with a weekly circulation of 170,000 and 8.6 facts are under constant attack by the White
million monthly online visitors. They were House. For a New York hedge fund to treat
bought by the hedge fund and managed our paper like any old business and not a critthrough a subsidiary, Digital First Media, ical member of our community is offensive.
after their previous company, MediaNews We urge the owners to rethink their business
strategy or get out of the news business. DenGroup, went bankrupt.
Many Post reporters took to social media ver stands with our paper and stands ready
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to be part of the solution that supports local
journalism and saves the 125-year-old Voice
of the Rocky Mountain Empire.”
Plunkett knew he was risking his job, but
he also wanted to stand up for the right things
for the future of journalism and media. The
staff cuts have been demoralizing, and the
paper was not ready for the slow death much
of the industry is currently feeling.
A visiting journalism lecturer Corey
Hutchins moderated a panel yesterday at
The Antlers Hilton in downtown Colorado
Springs discussing “the advantages and disadvantages of such ownership and what
readers should know and expect about who
owns the publications they read” and “the
difference between news and opinion in
their product, and what readers should understand about how the endorsement process works.”
Other panelists included Dave Krieger, editorial page editor of the hedge-fund-ownedBoulder Daily Camera; Laura Frank, president of Rocky Mountain PBS, John Weiss,
chairman of Colorado Publishing House, The
Colorado Springs Independent alt-weekly
and The Colorado Springs Business Journal;
Susan Greene, editor of the nonprofit Colorado Independent, as part of the Colorado
Press Association’s annual convention.
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Have We Arrived at the Promised Land?
50th Anniversary of Reverend Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr.’s Assassination
would it be a form of culture appro- free until everybody is free,” and again
priation, especially in terms of King’s emphasized community building.
The moderator later asked about the
legacy and if this legacy was inclusive
lege; Henry Allen, the founder and for other marginalized groups?”
importance of having a single leader to
president of The Southern Christian
Spaulding drew from King’s speech fight for social justice. “There is never
Leadership Conference in Colora- that “injustice anywhere is a threat a singular black leader and the civil
do Springs; Reverend Eric Graham, for justice everywhere,” enforcing that rights movement was not done only by
brother and president of Alpha Phi King’s legacy was inclusive to every- Dr. King,” said Spaulding. “That’s a myAlpha Fraternity chapter in Colorado one and every marginalized group.
thology we have negated 50 years after
Springs; Reverend Dr. Stephany Rose
McPherson later stressed that “de- his death.” There is always “intersecSpaulding, professor of gender studies nying any group legitimacy is denying tionality in the resistance movements.”
at UCCS and the congressional State King’s humanity, because he evolved
The moderator moved on to ask
of the U.S. candidate for District 5; and during his journey and denying us our what aspects of King’s legacy should
Nikkita McPherson,
humanity too, to ex- be highlighted for young people and
the diversity and
ist and fight.” She if King’s legacy is portrayed correctly
inclusion programs
emphasized
that by the media. “Yes, both the media
coordinator at The
“Dr. King was
black leaders often and the public school curricula got it
Butler Center.
are regarded in the wrong,” McPherson answered. They
not interested in
The panel membinaries of either-or often don’t portray King’s evolution.
creating the black
bers began by aninstead of taking the Instead, they portray him as a figureswering the quesprocess of the lead- head and not a full person. King is still
community and the
tion, “What does
er’s evolution into a human—a human who made miswhite community, but consideration.
the Promised Land
takes and that is important for people
mean?” “The PromGraham later ar- to understand.
creating the human
ised Land is about
Lewis stated that it is important for
gued that King was
community.”
community buildinclusive because young people to reach the “mountaining while resisting
his campaign man- top” of their passion and education, as
white supremacy at
ager was openly gay highlighted by King. She emphasized
all costs,” said McPherson.
and King did not hide that. He was that it does not necessarily have to be
Graham recognized that the Prom- inclusive of all races, classes, and gen- a competition but everybody should
ised Land is a space where we all can ders and sexualities. However, Graham have the courage to do what it takes to
exist without questioning. “We did not also considered that King sometimes reach the mountaintop.
arrive to the Promised Land because focused on white supremacy specifiGraham emphasized the importance
of Barack Obama or Oprah Winfery,” cally towards black people because of of education as the “bottom line” for
he said. They are just symbols; we have its uniqueness.
everything that young people do.
a long way to go.
“Don’t allow our legacy to be dictatDoes that mean that black people’s
For Allen, the Promised Land exists issues and oppression are lost in ex- ed in the month of January,” Allen said
when we apply Martin Luther King Jr.’s pansion of the inclusivity of the resis- strongly. “Don’t allow our legacy to
legacy of humanity and non-violence. tance movement to all opbe dictated in the month
“We can’t get into the hate mode,” he pressions and people?
of February. Don’t allow
said. “We can’t go into the mistrust
our legacy to be dictated
“Dr. King was not inter“What King in the month of April …
mode. King’s legacy is still relevant un- ested in creating the black
til now. We are not there yet but we can community and the white fought for goes What Dr. King fought for
get there together.”
goes on for every month
community, but creating
on for every of the year.”
Lewis described her Promised Land the human community,”
as a place where people of color find Allen reiterated.
It is essential for our
month of the
equal opportunities; “We should be
campus to remember
Lewis later pointed out
year.”
able to keep a roof over our head, food that we have to view King
Rev. Martin Luther King’s
on our tables and clothes on our bod- in his own historical conlegacy especially after
ies. The Promised Land is for every- text and that he was trying
the reception of the racone,” she said.
to address the urgency of the moment. ist, transphobic email late March. It is
Spaulding echoed her fellow panel Lewis later acknowledged that inter- important to remember that the Prommembers, describing the Promised sectionality is key to addressing issues. ised Land is far from being reached. It
Land as a “state of existence where all She gave the example of the suffrage takes work and self-awareness in every
divinity [and] humanity is honored movement; all women were included month of the year to reach that Promand respected.”
in the fight, however only white wom- ised Land of equality and respect. The
The conversation later shifted to Du en ended up being granted the right to road to the Promised Land is long, so
Bois’s notion of double consciousness, vote at that moment. Another move- let the white people take a moment for
which strictly talks about black people. ment was needed to specifically ad- reflection and self-awareness, people
They pondered the question, “If ap- dress with the issues of black women.
of color take a moment of rest, in order
plied to other marginalized groups,
McPherson later stated, “Nobody is to continue the fight for liberation.

Continued from the
front page

Blues and Shoes in Limbo
Continued from the front page
become arbitrary, seeing as Carnivore Club no longer
cooks at the end, nor is it a music focused club. We believe
the event could better serve the community if it underwent
some changes.”
“We as the Carnivore Club felt that a ‘fall music event’ instead of an exclusively bluegrass one might be more successful. We also believe that a committee structure, similar
to the Llama committee but much smaller, might be a better
option for organizing this event” said one of the co-chairs,
Noelle Edwards ‘19.
Edwards continued to explain that the current co-chairs
of Carnivore Club will be running the club again for the first
semester of next year. “We will also take on the responsibility of finding, vetting and participating in a committee to
organize a ‘Blues-like’ event for the next school year.”
“It was very important to us to make sure that there remains a campus-wide event the size of Blues or Llama in
the first half of the year” said Edwards. She reiterated that
she and the other co-chairs agreed this means they are
committed to working closely alongside a new committee
of organizers to make sure a ‘Blues-Like’ event does not disappear from CC. However, what will happen if another student group does not offer to organize a “Blues-like” event
for this fall? Senior Associate Dean Rochelle Mason said,
in that case, “the Office of Residential Life and Campus Activities would love to work with other interested students

to plan a great and inclusive event for Block 2,” catering to
whatever the students wanted—be that Blues and Shoes or
“something entirely new.”
Unfortunately, this revision process is beginning incredibly late. Ordinarily, planning for the next academic school
year begins now, in Block 7; but that planning does not usually involve organizing an entirely new, campus-wide event
from the ground up. Therefore, it will be quite difficult for
student groups to craft a formal proposal in time because
CCSGA requires that students submit proposals for $5,000
or more four weeks prior to the event. Since Blues and
Shoes is typically held during Block 1, the proposals would
be due by the third week of Block 8—less than a month
away. Given this time crunch, Mason said she and other
staff members in residential life and campus activities are
“looking at having a big event Block 2 instead, so that we all
have more time to envision and plan.”
The CCSGA email announcement contained a survey soliciting general feedback about Blues and Shoes. Most of
the respondents of the survey expressed interest in having a
“Blues-like” event, but a revisited one that is more inclusive
and welcoming of all students. A sentiment neatly summarized by one response read, “As a senior, I cannot step
forward, but I truly hope that when someone does, they can
make the bluegrass and horseshoe event more appealing to
people of all backgrounds and tastes. I would hate to hear
that a tradition that I loved so much has disappeared for future CC students.”

The Weekly Rundown
By Charlotte Schwebel

ON CAMPUS
• The annual Spring Dance Workshop continues tonight and tomorrow night. (CC Events)
• The second round of Battle of the Bands will
occur Saturday afternoon. (CC Events)

C-SPRINGS
• Colorado Springs was named the second best

place to live in the United States by the U.S. News
and World Report. (KOAA)
• Group of businessmen in Colorado Springs
have pledged an initial 10 million to try and buy
the Denver Post. (NYT)

COLORADO
• Huges Stadium in Fort Collins, Colo. is beginning demolition this week after housing CSU’s
football team for 48 years. (CBS)
• Two correctional officers were caught having
sex outside a 7-Eleven and were cited for indecency. (DenPo)

U.S.A
• Teachers in Oklahoma have walked out of

class for the 10th day straight in protest low salaries and school funding. (Politico)
• The federal government’s annual budget deficit is set to balloon to more than $1 trillion in
2020 according to projections by the CBO. (NYT)
• On Monday, Senator Tammy Duckworth became the first sitting senator to give birth while
in office. (NYT)
• A large group of Central American immigrants have walked through Mexico for the past
two weeks in an attempt to cross the U.S. border.
Members of the National Guard have begun to
arrive at the border. (AP)
• More than 40 people were killed on Saturday
in a suspected chemical attack on Douma Syria,
one of the last remaining rebel towns. This week
President Donald Trump warned Syria that the
U.S. plans to launch a missile strike in response.
(BBC)
• Speaker of the House Paul Ryan announced
his resignation and will not run for re-election.
Kevin McCarthy and Steve Scalise are likely contenders for House speaker. (AP)
• EPA administrator Scott Pruitt remains under
examination for unnecessary expenses. (Politico)
• Lawmakers recently said Trump is exploring
the option of rejoining Pacific trade talks after
one of his first actions as president was to leave
the TPP. (AP)
• The Fight Online Sex Trafficking Act was
signed by Trump this week. The bill makes websites liable for what users say and do on their
platforms and has been strongly opposed by sex
workers and their advocates. (Motherboard)

WORLD
• An oil spill in Boreno, Indonesia, covered 50
square miles and has killed at least five people.
It ignited on Saturday, sending up flames nearly
1.3 miles high (JakartaPo)
• Russia vetoed a U.N. resolution that was intended to investigate and determine responsibility for the chemical attack in Syria over the
weekend. (Axios)
• U.S. sanctions on Russia caused Russia’s
stock market to collapse last week and the Ruble
to loose about 10 percent of its value. (DW)
• On Tuesday, ChinesePresident Xi Jinping
promised to open the country’s economy further and lower tariffs on products like cars. The
speech sent stock markers and the U.S. dollar
higher. (Reuters)
• A retired government official and four policemen in northern India have been charged for
gang rape and murder of an eight-year-old Muslim girl in Kashmir. (ALJ)
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Zac Schulman

At the end of last block, Zac Schulman ’19
was elected as the new Colorado College
Student Government Association president.
Schulman is a neuroscience major with minors in molecular biology and biochemistry.
He is also involved in the CC Political Consortium, as well as the founder of the Men’s
Club Soccer Team. This week, The Catalyst sat
down with Schulman to discuss his upcoming
role in campus politics and his expectations
for next year.

Interview by Jonathan
Tignor
and Photo by Daniel
Sarché

The Catalyst: When and why did you
first consider running for CCSGA president?
Zac Schulman: I didn’t consider running
really until maybe two blocks before the election, and I started to think about it because
it’s such an interesting time to be at this
school. It really feels like we are in the middle
of a transition period, and I personally have
grown very attached to the school and a lot
of the people here. So, I wanted to be able
to inluence the direction that [the school]
moves in because I think, like I said, it’s at a
transition point where we could go one of two
ways. he students seem to want to go one
way while the administration another, and I
think it’s important that the students have as
much inluence in the direction of the school
as possible.

TC: Describe your campaign platform
and how you plan to implement that
into your term next year.
ZS: An essential component of my platform
was highlighting the fact that things tend to
fold very easily on this campus. What I mean
by that is, there are a lot of great eforts to
create change, however, a lot of them within
four years—just because that’s how long students tend to be here—or less, will just sort of
evaporate. And I think that one of the strongest assets of CCSGA is its continuity. You can
be sure that every year CCSGA will exist and
will be strong and enabling activists on campus. So, my idea was to partner with student
groups who are passionate about issues on
campus and outside of campus through CCSGA to make sure that those eforts endure
beyond our time here because a lot of the issues that we’re trying to face can’t be solved
in just a single year. It’s just that simple. And
so, I think that being able to pass things down
is really important, and creating structures
that will endure is really important. To give
a few examples of that, we see the divestment from fossil fuels movement going on,
which is not the irst ever to come about on
this campus; however, it is the irst in the last
I think ive years maybe? So now, the current
movement is gaining a lot of traction, but I
think it would be even more efective if the
irst one hadn’t folded in the irst place, and
if it had been sustained so that this one that
came about within the last year or so didn’t
have to go through that initiation process
which takes away from their actual eforts to
make change.

TC: What is your top priority for improving student life at CC once August
27 rolls around?
ZS: hat’s a really diicult question because
it’s impossible to say anything that doesn’t
involve inclusion. It’s so obvious that the biggest problem that we have on this campus
that students really are concerned about is
inclusion and who gets to come here—once
you’re here who gets to speak, and who gets
the space, and who is comfortable being
here—and that’s a really big complex issue.
Again, one of those issues that just can’t be
solved in a year, but I think that it is important to be aware of progress, like that there is

such a thing as making progress in the realm
of inclusion. I think that we could see that in
a number of ways. It’s really exciting, and also
nerve wracking, what’s going on with Blues
and Shoes right now. hat creates a really
interesting opportunity for a group to put on
an event that is considered to be more inclusive. I mean Blues and Shoes is one of those
events on campus that creates a lot of controversy for being exclusive and pandering to
predominately white people because mostly
white people listen to and play bluegrass
music. So now there is the opportunity for
something else to come about, and that’s really exciting. I think it shows the natural evolution and progression of the place because
people are starting to realize that things need
to change in order for the place to change. So,
I’m really hoping that there’s some sort of fruition there. Although, CCSGA is not going to
put the event on itself, it needs to be a student
group that steps up.

TC: What are you most excited and
most afraid for as CCSGA President?
ZS: I mean there are the obvious ones like,
you know sometimes at this campus it feels
like we’re sitting on a knife’s edge, and anything could happen at any given moment,
and just being able to respond in some sort of
graceful way. I think that sometimes when really traumatic things happen on this campus,
it at irst seems like the most horrible thing
that could have possibly happened, like this
email and like things in the past, and it seems
like the most horrible thing at the time, but
then it can lead to a lot of change. And those
moments tend to be the catalysts where people realize that something needs to be done.
So, I guess with that being said, I’m most
nervous that people will grow complacent
again and not use this moment that we’re in,
like the post email moment, as a catalyst to
bring about change here. And I guess, I mean
that goes right into what I’m most excited
for, which is how open I think this campus is,
both the students and the administration, to
changing things. I think that people are really open to the idea of change, and student
voices are being listened to now more than
any other time that I’ve been here, as far as
I can tell.

TC: On what is both your first day in
office and the first-year class’s first
day at CC, what is one piece of advice
you would give them?
ZS: I would say, ind something that you can
do here or of-campus that roots you in reality
because I think that being at CC for a year and
then four years can be really claustrophobic
at times, and it starts to begin to feel like we
are not really living in the real world. So ind
something or someone that you can interact
with that sort of grounds you. I wish I could
do that better. Every once in a while, I’ll just
be like, ‘holy sh*t, where have I been for the
last two weeks!’

TC: Who is the most influential faculty or staff member you’ve interacted
with at CC?
ZS: Currently it’s probably Lori Driscoll. I
take a bunch of classes with her and do research with her over the summer. I think
that she is a phenomenal professor as well
as a phenomenal person. It’s all too rare in
the hard sciences that those two go together.
She’s very willing to take a step back from science and talk about things that are real, and
she’s very willing to admit that, you know,
maybe science is not the best thing ever, and
it doesn’t suit everyone and certainly doesn’t
always lead to the most fulilling lives. But in
my irst year here, it was deinitely Eve Grace.
She was my FYE professor, and I just found
her to be the most brilliant person who understands the world at a level that I could
never even imagine. And she was so wildly
intelligent but at the same time very nurturing, so sometimes in class you’d be like ‘she’s
too smart to even talk to.’ But then she would
ofer us chocolate because she’d bring back
these big bowls of chocolate and be like, “you
guys are so tired” and let us out of class early.
So those two are awesome.

TC: If you had to look to a book for
guidance, what would you choose?
TC: As a soccer player, how do you see
your experience with the sport intersecting with your role in student government?
ZS: Soccer is such a great sport for a reason
that most people don’t realize, and that is that
only at one point in the entire game can the
coach talk to the players. Most other sports,
the coach is constantly consulting with the
players. Like basketball, you have all those
timeouts and constantly subbing; soccer,
there’s so much low to it, and as a player you
need to be really dynamic and levelheaded
because if you’re not constantly in tune with
the players around you, then there’s not that
voice in your ear that’s telling you that what
you need to be doing. It’s really on you. And
it requires a lot of patience and a lot of social
skills, actually. You need to know you know
how everyone else is feeling and what kind
of game they’re having or what type of player
they are in order to really play into their skills.

ZS: OK. Probably Oliver Sacks, anything he
has written. He was a neurologist who became famous in like the 80s, but he was more
famous as a writer than as a scientist. here’s
a movie about the time he spent as a neurologist at a psych ward in Massachusetts,
where he’s played by Robin Williams. It’s
called “Awakenings.” It’s an amazing, amazing movie. So, I guess I’m pulling two medias
here because that movie is also phenomenal.
He inds a way to treat these patients who are
basically locked in their bodies, and he inds
a way to treat them so they have these very
brief resurrections where they’re all able to
move. Before he was at the psych ward, everyone thought that they were just in a coma
and they weren’t actually conscious, but
he was like ‘No they have this locked body
syndrome.’ And he treated them with the
same drug that’s used to treat Parkinson’s.
And it worked, but only momentarily. So,
you see him—or Robin Williams—bringing
them out of it, and then having to reconcile

with the fact that they slip back into it. So, I
don’t know if I would say that it’s guiding, but
that’s really powerful. And I think that Oliver
Sacks is guiding because he’s a really soothing presence, and he speaks so softly and is
able to laugh at himself better than anyone
I have ever really heard speak, and he writes
in such a way that is so descriptive and detail
oriented about things that no one had ever
written in that way. So, he was famous for
writing these really poetic stories about his
patients. And about their lived experiences,
like what it must be like to be a person who
was an artist who lost their ability to see color, for example. hat was something that had
never really been done before. It really resonates because you can tell that he spent a lot
of time thinking about what it would be like
to be this other person. And he saw their disorders, whatever it was just, a diferent way of
being, not really as illness.

TC: Where do you hope to see yourself
in 10 years?
ZS: I’m torn because all of my family lives
on Long Island, and I do have a pretty tight
knit family. However, I really do love Colorado. So that’s really a question mark right
now. I think eventually I’ll wind up back in
New York, but I’d like to get to know Colorado
a little bit better in the next few years.

TC: What has been one of your favorite/most memorable experiences at CC,
either inside or outside the classroom?
ZS: Last year I drove to San Francisco and
I was with three really good friends, who
probably have too much personality to it in
that single car. So, we were driving to like all
these super beautiful places. We started in
New Mexico and drove to Arizona and Southern California and up to San Francisco and
just making these really absurd stops along
the way, eventually getting to San Francisco
where we stayed at my family friend’s house. I
had never been to California before, so it was
nice to get there after anticipating the ocean
the entire ride out there. It was like, all we
wanted to do was to see the coast, and then
inally getting there—I really liked San Francisco.
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Eyes Wide Shut
Incarcerated Writers Series
his series features writing from inmates at the El Paso County Jail. he articles stem from weekly programming facilitated by the Colorado College Prison
Project. hrough contact between the CC community and Colorado Springs, this series aims to simultaneously broaden the CC perception of incarceration
issues and provide a platform for incarcerated writers. he El Paso County Sherif’s Oice requires approval of written material prior to publication and the
removal of authors’ last names.

By CHRIS THE CONSCIENCE
Tell me, who are these so-called Black
people? And what exactly is a white person? What nation do the Black people
come from? Can you tell me the white
peoples’ creed? I scratched the surface a
few months ago by saying “there is no such
thing as black or white people.” Race was
a color scheme created for one group to
seem superior and the other group to feel
inferior.
he terms “Negro,” “Black,” and “colored”: these names were given to slaves
by slaveholders in 1774 to take away the
nationality of the Africans who were to become chattel.
“Negro” came from a black body of water in South Brazil called the Negro River
that runs to the Uruguay River in central
Uruguay. he term n*****, as we all know
and hear, means a person of ignorance.
Niggardly means stingy. Dating back to
the darkness of Ham sin, the full meaning
of the word “negro” actually means “need
growth.” “Black” means void of light, evil,
dirty, depressing, and death. he word

“colored” means something stained, varnished, or tarnished. I have never met a
person from the country of Negro. I’ve yet
to look upon the beauty of a woman from
the Nation of Colored.
he term “white” means maximum of
light, unsullied, or pure. A dictionary deinition of white that I observed was “purity
and god-like.” Obviously, these deinitions
of so-called white people and black people
are far from the truth. How can my grandmother’s birth certiicate say “colored,” my
mother’s birth certiicate say “Black,” and
mine say “African-American?” How can I
be all three?
Africa is a continent with 55 countries
and many diferent nations. A man from
Mexico is of Mexican nationality, a family from the Ukraine is Ukrainian! To take
away the nationality of the inhabitants and
descendants of Africa is a crime against
humanity. “What your ancient forefathers
were, you are today without doubt or contradiction” wrote Abdul Noor. “here is no
one who is able to change man from the
descendant nature of his forefathers unless his power extends beyond the creator
himself.”
When slavery was abolished in 1865,

the slave names of Negro, Black, and colored were abolished with it. Why? Because
blacks were not seen as actual people in
that era, they were seen as property. It
takes ive ifths to equal one man. Blacks,
negros etc. only equaled three-ifths of a
man. What are the two-ifths that are missing? heir nationality and creed. he loss
of nationality and creed was a loss of self.
It is important that we understand that
any man or woman without a nationality is
labeled as undesirable and cannot be recognized by the nations of the earth. his
knowledge of self does not make up who
you are as an individual overall. However,
it is a foundation for one to build themselves upon. Whether you use that foundation of knowledge toward positivity or
destruction is your choice.
North America is a great continent and
the opportunity to succeed here is unmatched. We have the means in this country to do some great things in this world.
If America’s good is to continue to grow
as a family, then the nation must continue to seek out and shed light on truth.
Truth may not be pretty; in fact, it can be
downright ugly. But the truth is the light,
and that lights makes the blind, deaf, and

dumb able to see, hear, and speak.
he fact of the matter is, so-called African-Americans’ ancient forefathers’ nationality was not Black, Negro, or colored.
heir creed was not Christianity, this creed
was forced upon Africans when they became chattel.
So-called white people mostly come
from European descent and immigrated
to North America seeking better opportunities for their families. Many of them led
political and religious oppression.
My point is this: knowledge is power,
which is awesome. At the same time, it
can be very dangerous in the wrong hands.
When we actually start to break down different races, nationalities, and cultures we
ind out we are more the same than we are
diferent. his country has the diversity of
many cultures and peoples who choose to
come together and continue to build this
nation called the United States.
We still have trials and tribulations that
we go through with one another but we are
striving! We continue to push forward toward progress and that, in truth, is a beautiful sight.

Black Student Union Petition Fights Complacency on Campus
Over 500 already signed
Continued from the front page
ignored, and invalidated. On Wednesday,
sophomore member of the Black Student
Union Cam Kaplan tabled in the Worner
Campus Center lobby to gain more signatures on their petition regarding this problem.
“In essence, the letter gives a concrete nature to black students’ complaints,” Kaplan
said. She made it clear that while the authors
appreciated the overwhelming amount of
support and help that was ofered to write
the letter, it was important to them that the
black voices the letter seeks to represent be
penned by them.
Kaplan also said that she came across a list
of demands made by the CC BSU dating all
the way back to 1972 with many similar concerns to the ones found in the letter today.
“It just goes to show how slowly actions are
taken by the institution to improve life at CC
for its students of color,” she said
Kaplan also expressed how detrimental
CC’s skewed projection of how “inclusive”
and “diverse” the institution really is to students who initially buy into it and make the
decision to attend CC. “he school that I
applied to is not the school that I got,” she
said. “he institution, and especially admissions, is manipulative in its presentation of
the on-campus atmosphere. here’s a level
of dishonesty about diversity and safe space
for people of color. You get what you get here
and you learn that fast.”
Finally, Kaplan discussed how important it
is that students sign the petition as soon as
possible, as it will be presented at the faculty
meeting this Monday. “Originally, we were
told we were being given a meeting with faculty, but it turns out we only get 10 minutes
to speak, and only two speakers,” Kaplan explained.
“We need to make as much of an impression as we possibly can,” said Kaplan. She
went on to highlight that, even if these discussions wouldn’t normally surface in a speciic class, this conversation is critical across
all disciplines, as the common denominator
is CC community members; all members of
the CC community have a role to play in bettering the institution.
he demands listed throughout the letter are consistent with Kaplan’s testimony.

Among the requests are to hire more people of color as professors, faculty, and staf,
strengthen the all-college education requirements of “Social Inequality” and “Global
Cultures” courses, and to increase funding
and staing for the Race, Ethnicity, and Migration Studies program, known as REMS.
REMS Professor Dwanna Robertson spoke
to this: “Professors of color are expected
to do more than other professors. Besides
teaching, advising, researching, and publishing, we bear the responsibility of representing all students of color, whether or not they
are the same race or ethnicity, because we
are lumped together as minorities,” she said.
“he more professors and faculty of color
there are, the more individualized support
students of color can receive in this environment.” She also spoke to how the type of information found in “G” and “S” credit classes, a requirement which most REMS classes
fulill, must be taught more widely across disciplines so that students are exposed to it for
more than a single, mandatory block.
But how does one tangibly deine the kind
of racism that exists in our community? On
April 6, Associate Professor of Anthropology
Christina Leza and the students in her current block, he Language of Racism, held a
discussion regarding how to create a fully-inclusive, anti-racist campus environment. An
important distinction made early on by the
discussion group was the diference between
folk theory racism and covert racism.
he initial email that targeted students and
faculty of color is an example of folk theory
racism. “here’s this ideology of personalism—that racism is something that, for the
most part, was done away with in the United
States with the civil rights movement,” said
Leza. “But you still have individuals that have
these deep-seeded personal feelings about
other races, and that they’re the ones who
perpetuate racism. [his] isolates the concept of racism to just a few people in society.”
Folk theory racism is what most easily and
most typically arises when discussing racism:
neo-Nazis marching in the streets, people
hanging up Confederate lags, police targeting and killing innocent people of color. Folk
theory is made up of individual cases that so
blatantly demonstrate racism on the part of
the perpetrator.
Covert racism, however, is more nuanced

and more prevalent than
folk theory racism, especially in our campus environment. “When we really look
at the nature of how racism
works, and how it gets reproduced, we see that everyone is involved in reproducing racism,” Leza said.
“White Americans tend to
Photo
reproduce it very unthink- By Celia
ingly because racist reproHerdic
ductions don’t really afect
them directly, and there’s no need for white
Americans to really challenge the way racism
is reproduced because they sit on the top of
the racial hierarchy in the U.S.”
Leza explained how among white people,
the absence of traditional notions of folk theory racism in one’s actions leads to the false
belief that they do not contribute to racist societal structures. he group discussion delved
into some of the microaggressions that make
up covert racism, such as the use of AfricanAmerican Vernacular English by non-black
people for its association with party culture,
or one’s failure to correct a friend or family
member who makes a racist comment due to
the fear of being uncomfortable or of hurting
their relationship with them.
“It’s so easy for people to be like, ‘Oh, I’ve
never said the n-word,’” said irst-year Samuel Vang. “Yet you hear these drunk kids
singing it at parties along to songs. I’ve been
out and heard kids just saying it. Or [saying]
other disrespectful things, such as how their
parents’ tuition was paying for someone
from a less fortunate background who was at
the party.”
“hat’s why a lot of the people of color at
CC are afraid to enter the party scene: people
get drunk or inebriated on whatever, and the
masks come of,” Vang continued. He explained one instance where, at a party, the
police showed up and a white person started
“screaming ‘f*** 12’ to the cops, [and] they
were just like, ‘Are you ok?’ We all know that if
folk of color said that, there would have been
some issue.”
his type of environment proves just how
institutionalized covert racism is on our
campus. “his is a school of predominately
white 1-percenters,” stated Vang. “Elitism, in
a sense, is a modern form of racism.” During

the Language of Racism discussion, one student remarked how, often times, insulated
bubbles of well-meaning, concerned white
people—not themselves afected by incidents such as the racist email—form. hey
express their anger towards the perpetrator
and the situation. However, as time goes on,
the level and amount of white allyship drops
of; white people can walk away from the realities of racism whenever they want. his
abandonment of the ight against racism is a
form of racism itself. he passive response by
the current administration follows this pattern.
“hese are our reasonable demands,” read
the petition written by Kaplan and company
signed by over 520 CC students. “Meet them,
or stop claiming to be a diverse and welcoming community. As it stands, Colorado College is not doing enough to ensure the welfare of students of color; they are not being
treated equally.” his ending of the letter is
simple, yet assertive.
Leza cited anti-racism, a very active form of
combating all forms of racism, as a key to creating a truly inclusive campus environment.
Anti-racism, she explained, includes white
people acknowledging the unfair systems
put in place that beneit them and elevating
the voices of people of color. White allyship
can be valuable as long as it’s sustained. It’s
also the acceptance that we as a community
cannot sit back and wait for the institution
to solve these problems themselves. Change
must come from the bottom-up; and in this
case, it starts with this petition.
Copies of the petition have been posted
around campus with QR codes like the one
found on the front page, enabling CC students to scan and sign with ease. he link to
read and sign the petition is also available in
class Facebook groups.
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Tigers Keep It Rolling Against Whittier
By Michael Gorman
he Colorado College Tigers brought their
win streak to 10 last weekend in Los Angeles
against the Whittier College Poets, ending
the game 15–8. In a dominating efort, the
lacrosse game was over for the Poets by halftime, with the Tigers jumping out to a 10–4
lead.
he Poets were clearly ready from the start,
scoring the irst three goals of the game. It
wasn’t until 10 minutes in that CC struck,
with a goal from senior attacker Robbie Stern.
Including this goal, the Tigers went on a 13–1
run that extended into the end of the third period.
his run was supported by a myriad of Tigers, with ive diferent members of the team
scoring. he Poets managed to put together
four goals in the inal period, but it just wasn’t
close to enough.
For the Tigers, the key to the game was playing as a team and staying strong in the face of
deicit, according to sophomore attacker Ben
Sudduth. “We’ve been successful all season
when we stick to smart, team oriented lacrosse,” Sudduth said. “Every member of the
team contributes in his own way and I think
we’ve been able to feed of each other’s positivity. Last Saturday was just another example
of the team’s toughness and desire to win.”
Sophomore goalie Andrew Hardwood
played well in goal, recording nine saves before being pulled in favor of irst-year backup
goalie PJ Ofner. As a team, the Tigers had 11
saves, and Whittier had 19. his was much to
do with the lopsided shot count, which favored CC at 54–27.
he Tigers also did a better job of taking
care of the ball, turning it over only 16 times
to the Poets’ count of 21. he Tigers also held
the advantage in face-ofs and scores on ex-

Photo Courtesy of Charlie Lengal

tra-man opportunities. Besides those irst few
minutes, it was a pretty thorough defeat.
Sudduth spoke to the importance of a complete game, as well as ine-tuning the team’s
mistakes. “We’re always looking to put together our best 60 minutes of lacrosse,” he
said. “here are still some small mistakes that
need to be ixed and I’m sure the team will
recognize and address what needs to be ixed
going forward.”
Next, Sudduth shared a little insight on the
team’s tendencies heading into two of the last
three games of the regular season. he team

is just trying to stick with what has been working for them thus far. “We are always looking
to stick to what we practice day in and day
out,” Sudduth said. “he focus is always on
our team and the aspects of the game that we
can control. I thought we remained consistent and level headed. Whittier was a chippy
team and was looking to provoke us to retaliate, however, we remained calm and were
able to get a nice win.”
he discipline that the Tigers were able to
practice during their matchup with the Poets
will prove important in the coming week of

practice, as the Tigers haven’t had this much
time of in a long time. “We’re all focused on
getting better in practice so we can beat our
next opponent,” Sudduth said. “his is our
longest stretch of time between games since
the beginning of the season, so it’s important
that we keep pushing each other at practice.”
Next up, the Tigers travel to the East Coast,
facing of against the Blue Jays of Elizabethtown College on April 20. After that, the Tigers
will compete against the Montclair State University Redhawks. Good luck to our Tigers on
their road trip!

The Man with the Best Office View on Campus:
Q&A with Tennis Coach Anthony Weber
By Ben Hall
Anthony Weber is the head coach for the
Colorado College men's and women’s tennis teams. Weber played Division I tennis at
Lamar University in Beaumont, Texas. Upon
returning to the Springs, Weber joined CC’s
coaching staf as an assistant in 2011. He
became head coach during the 2013-2014
season. CC will be hosting the SCAC championship tournament over seventh block break.

Ben Hall: When was the last time we hosted the conference? Have we ever?
Anthony Weber: I don’t think we ever
have. Because even back in the day when I
irst started here, the conference was much
bigger. It was all the DIII schools in the
Southeast—Millsaps, Rhodes, Sewanee,
Oglethorpe—who are now in a conference
of their own. It was usually hosted in Little
Rock or Atlanta, so I’m pretty sure this is the
irst time we’ve hosted.
BH: So we’ve never had the home court
advantage before?
AW: It’ll be interesting. When we practice on a nice day like today—when it’s 60
degrees—by the time we’re out there in the
shade hitting balls it’s probably 45. We’ve
gone down to Texas this time of year and it’s
95 degrees and 80 percent humidity.
BH: Watching you guys at the conference
[in San Antonio] last year was brutal.
AW: I know. It’s gonna be kind of fun … for

those teams it’s gonna be a shock to play at
6,000 feet … if you don’t string your rackets a
bit diferent, every ball is 6-8 inches out until
you can adjust.
BH: I hear you have a new diet. Tell me
about that.
AW: How did that come up? It’s going
pretty good. It was pretty much no carbs
for about two or three weeks, and I started
it probably right at the beginning of December. I was severely out of shape and overweight, so I’ve been doing two-a-days a couple days a week, and then taking one of day
when I can go crazy, have a few beers, and
eat whatever the heck I want. So I’ve been
doing that for a couple months, lost a lot of
weight doing it; I feel a lot better.
BH: I ran into Jenna McDonald and Caroline James in the library yesterday, and I
said to them, “I’m interviewing your coach
tomorrow, what should I ask him?” And this
was the only thing that they wanted me to
ask you about. So, where are you from?
AW: Pretty much from here. I went to high
school down at Palmer, which is where I met
my wife.
BH: So you went from here to Lamar, and
then came back?
AW: Yeah, and then I inished my degree
at CSU. My degree is in inance. I worked
in inance for a long time, and then I was
director of tennis for the city [of Colorado

Springs], and I was running that while I
was an assistant here at CC. hen, the head
coach left and I got the job.
BH: So head tennis coach was not what
you had in mind when you were working towards your inance degree?
AW: No, not at all. I was kind of a classic
tennis burnout. I played three years of DI
tennis and then came back to Colorado and
got roped back into tennis in a weird way,
and was like, “Why did I ever leave this?” I
was sick of sitting in my oice all day, so this
job is much better for me.
BH: Do you have any stories from your
time as director of tennis for the Springs?
AW: So there’s tall umpire chairs at Memorial Park and we had like three of those,
and we hardly ever used them. But most facilities don’t have chairs. So I walk up one
morning, and a guy must’ve had chain links
and two padlocks. So I roll up and see a guy
in a tent on the court, and he chained and
padlocked the gates so I couldn’t get in. And
on top of it he had turned over the chair umpire, a lot of it was wood, and he just broke
of all the wood and started a ire right in the
middle of one of the courts and burned a
hole in it. And it’s the showcase courts, the
ones where everybody parks their cars and
walks up. hose are the ones they see, and
I’ve got a homeless guy burning a hole in the
tennis court as I’m trying to teach kids.
BH: You went from playing DI to coaching

DIII. Was that a weird transition to make?
AW: he expectations that we had as DI
athletes were very diferent than DIII. And
Lamar academically versus CC is completely diferent; we’re not all about wins and
losses [at CC], we want them to bring positive energy, take control of the things they
can control.
BH: You’ve taught and coached at a lot of
diferent age levels. What’s your favorite age
group to coach?
AW: hat’s a good question. It kind of depends. My kids, I loved it when they were
really small, and could barely hold a racket.
But when we do the groups, a lot of times
it’s just babysitting with those 4-year-olds.
hey’re not getting tennis out of it, but we’re
teaching sports skills in a tennis setting. So I
do like that, but I had a—I think the guy was
87—in a beginner tennis group at Memorial and he would just bounce question after question and he was still very interested
in mastering tennis. And I was like, “man, I
hope I’m like this when I’m 87!” I like this
[college] age group though because they can
get much better. Practicing day after day for
a couple hours a day, that’s where you get
better and better at something, and that’s
probably most gratifying of all.

hanks Coach Weber, and best of luck to the
CC tennis programs next weekend! I can’t wait
to see what happens when these Texas teams
try hitting tennis balls at elevation.
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Senior Track Star Duranya
Freeman Continues to Impress
meter and hopefully medal at conference
like she did last year. “We also want to rebreak the school record in the 4x400 m and
For most sports, running is the punish- repeat as SCAC champions,” she said.
Freeman prefaced this track season with
ment: the worst part of training, or the
aspect of the workout dreaded most. How- her first ever collegiate cross country seaever, for some insane individuals, running son. She excelled at cross country, easily
until you break is the entirety of the sport. making the conference team, and was able
“Track is so intense because the goal is to to get a solid endurance base for track seapush yourself to go as hard as you can. If son. “I’ve always been more of a track peryou finish a race and feel fine, that’s a bad son but I tried cross country this year and
sign,” senior Duranya Freeman said. You I loved it,” Freeman said. “The girls on the
can see this masochistic phenomenon of team are really supportive of each other
track and field clearly at the end of a race and are such a fun, crazy bunch.”
According to Freeman, the track team is
when athletes collapse past the finish line
so varied that you can get an accurate feel
and gasp for air.
This is Freeman’s fourth collegiate track for the student body from the various charseason, and she has been fiercely compet- acters. “We’re a very multi-talented team
ing in running events since grade school. and we’re really diverse,” she said. “So
many different
“I always liked
majors are repplaying tag on the
resented on the
playground when I
team, and I think
was in elementary
we are a good
school,” she said. “I
“We run the way we do
of
loved beating the
because we take care of our- representation
student athletes.
boys. I didn’t actuA lot of us have
ally start compet- selves mentally, emotionally,
to schedule our
ing in track until
and physically.”
practices around
middle school.”
afternoon lab; as
Freeman started
our coach says,
off running shorter
we just have to
distances like the
200 meter and the 400 meter, but tran- get [that workout] in.”
As much as Freeman loves running, it
sitioned to middle distance during high
school. “This season I’ve been running the sounds like she loves the team even more.
800 m, a few 1500 m, and the 4x400 m re- “We work really hard but also love to have
fun and we really like traveling with each
lay,” she explained.
Last weekend, the Tigers traveled to other, especially on longer trips like to
University of Colorado Boulder to com- Kansas,” she said. “You’d assume that you
pete against several formidable DI and would start to go crazy, which you definiteDII schools. Freeman ran the 800 meter ly do, but we have a lot of fun. It’s made us
and the 4x400 m relay. “I get kind of manic a lot closer.”
According to Freeman, distance running
before a race,” Freeman admitted. “I try to
stay relaxed, but I usually end up winding can result in female athletes developing an
myself up and eating weird foods that in- unhealthy relationship with food and exvolve disgusting variations of crackers and ercise. However, this is absolutely not the
case with this team, which makes Freeman
peanut butter.”
Apparently, a hodge-podge of food extremely happy. “I’m really proud of our
worked for Freeman this time because she team for being strong in so many different
raced phenomenally. “I definitely took a ways,” she said. “We run the way we do berisk by going out faster than I usually do cause we take care of ourselves mentally,
but it was a good confidence boost to go emotionally, and physically.”
This weekend the sprinters will run in
out that fast and still be able to pick it up at
Golden, Colo., and the longer distance
the end,” she said.
Before the season is over, Freeman would runners will head to Wichita, Kan. to drop
like to set a new personal record in the 800 some times at lower elevation.

By Claire Tobin

Photo Courtesy of Alex Nichols

Hips Don’t Lie: From Lacrosse Stud to Bar-Lurking NARP
Every week,
senior lacrosse player
Sam Mathai
exercises his
vernacular, targeting anything
and anyone on
campus.

Once upon a time, I profiled a good
friend of mine who is a source of endless
comedy: Nate Sweet. By no means do I
want to do that again. His ego is still deflating. However, I am interested in him
nonetheless. Nate is a newfound NARP
(non-athletic regular person). From a
long career of breakdancing and exposure
to high-kicking form of martial arts dur-

ing his time abroad, Nate ruined his hips:
he just absolutely pillaged the lining of his
hip capsule. Because of this, he had to go
under the knife to have them repaired.
So now, Nate is a medically necessary
NARP. Unlike his former teammates and
tentative friends, Nate was able to go to
Winterfest, the scourge of hotel workers
and bouncers at Crested Butte. Winterfest
has always been like Narnia for me; I’ve
never been but I know there is some snow
involved and everyone is dressed like a
creature. I’m pretty sure there is more alcohol at Winterfest than in Narnia but it’s
been awhile since I’ve read the books.
I asked Nate about his experience at
Winterfest. It had minor journalistic value,
but, realistically, I needed some vicarious
thrills. I asked first for a quick overview,
just some sights and sounds.
“Well you know ... I saw a lot of quads
from the soccer guys. I saw the hockey
guys get naked with or without being

asked,” he said. “I saw some unbelievable livers. Like, impervious. Future Super Bowl champion Johnny Manzel would
have been impressed.”
Although it wasn’t what I immediately
had in mind, this response was not surprising. For those of you who missed it,
hockey once again won the Dougie Cup
with a steamy dance in less clothing than
was reasonable. There are obvious jokes
in here about them repeating the act, and
it being a cheap crowd pleaser, and all
those things. But really, it is hard to argue
when they looked so damn good.
Speaking of hockey dudes, Nate is sometimes referred to as an off-brand Mason
Bergh, which brings me back to him: lonely-looking and hoping for his big break in
The Catalyst, like a small Scandinavian
boy hoping to get some new furs.
While he was terrorizing mountain
towns, his former teammates were in the
armpit of Los Angeles county playing la-

By Sam Mathai

crosse. I asked him where he would rather
be; “Honestly, the damage that the sun
would have done to my skin might have
offset the irreparable damage I did to my
reputation and dignity,” he said. “So maybe going with you guys would have been
the smartest choice.”
As far as I am concerned, there is little
difference between Winterfest and a lacrosse trip. I assume there are similar
amounts of athleticism on display. They
both include people being louder than
you would like. I probed Nate’s thoughts
on this: “First off, great question. You really have a great mind,” he said. (I am paraphrasing here from implied clues.) “But to
answer, I would say that one had a lot less
rules … but that CC definitely won both.”
And with that, he left me, off to explore
his newfound NARP-hood. He can now be
found haunting local bars, talking about
when he used to be an athlete, crying into
a vodka soda.
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Students and Faculty Tackle Project of Disrupting Gender
Norms in the Weight Room
By Melanie Mandell

Anyone who has been in any gym before knows that it can be
a very gendered space. From what I’ve noticed, people who
identify as women or non-binary tend to stick with the cardio
machines and core exercise areas, while men often dominate
the weight room. I’m not trying to start a discussion on why
this is the case or assign blame, but after seeing enough of my
female friends fear the weight room, I felt inspired to try to
make a change.
Strength training is not just about
being absurdly muscular or lifting insane
amounts of weights. Rather, strength
training is important for all people, as it
is essential for peak body performance.
In countless studies, strength training
has been shown to increase metabolism,
develop better body mobility, boost
energy levels, maintain bone density,
and increase muscle mass, acording to
everydayhealth.com. Needless to say,
everyone should not only have access
to adequate strength equipment, but
they should also feel comfortable using
it.
I recently started working with Assistant Director of
Recreation Melanie Alexander at the Adam F. Press Fitness

Center, and Alessandra Ahlmen ’21, a fellow Colorado
College student who is passionate about strength training
and inclusivity, to tackle the problem of the intimidating
weight room. We believe that a combination of not knowing
how to properly use the equipment in the weight room
and the presence of other experienced lifters leads to the
hesitancy for beginner lifters.

program is currently in the early stages of development, so
not much can be said about the specifics. Still, it is something
that we are really excited to put into motion. Through this
program, we hope to foster enough confidence in beginners
so they’ll be willing to head down to the weight room on their
own, initiating the transformation of the weight room from a
male-dominated space to a more gender-neutral space.
Our intention is to have the weight
room reserved once a block for two
hours. The hope is that experienced
lifters would go to the varsity weight
room during that time so the beginners
can familiarize themselves with the
empty weight room. This club will
be open to all people of all gender
identities, not specifically females.
Ideally, it will coincide with Women’s
Wednesdays in the Ritt Kellogg
Climbing Gym (4–6 p.m.). If this
club has enough attendance the first
few sessions, Ahlmen and I will start
holding bi-weekly workout sessions in
the gym while it’s reserved. This weight training program
focused on inclusivity will begin in full force early next year,
so keep an eye out if this interests you.

hrough this program, we hope to foster enough conidence
in beginners so they’ll be willing to head down to the weight
room on their own, initiating the transformation of the weight
room from a male-dominated space to a more gender-neutral
space.

Our mission is to lay the groundwork to make novice
lifters comfortable in the weight room through equipment
orientations and potential bi-weekly strength classes. This

Left and Right Photos By Celia Herdic
and Center Photo By Daniel Sarché

Is Our Love of the Environment Destroying
the Environment We Love?
By Aidan Franko
People from all over the world enjoy the outdoors in a
multitude of ways, from hiking, to skiing, to mountain biking.
People participate in these activities for many reasons. One
common motive includes wanting to enjoy healthy natural
spaces. But in the pursuit of this enjoyment, a question arises;
is recreationists’ love for the environment destroying the
environment that they love?
Undoubtedly, spending time in nature fosters a love for the
environment, which, according to a study by Pennsylvania
State University, often translates into an increase of
environmentally conscious actions. Nature camps,
environmental education efforts, and general time spent
outside allow people to experience the benefits and beauty of
nature and push them to consider their own environmental
impacts. However, the question remains whether these
benefits counterbalance the environmental harms caused by
outdoor recreation.
While they exist on a sliding scale, all forms of recreation
have some level of impact on the environment. The everpopular sport of downhill skiing is often vilified as one of the
most harmful recreational activities for the environment.
Research has shown that skiing and ski resorts contribute to
the devastation of native flora and fauna and add to water
pollution. Yet, as demonstrated by a study conducted in

Australia, even the least intrusive recreational activities—
hiking and camping—often lead to soil loss and water
pollution which degrades ecosystems. There is no escaping
the fact that widespread recreation will have negative effects
on the environment.

While they exist on a sliding scale,
all forms of recreation have some
level of impact on the environment.

In recent decades, the popularity of outdoor recreation
and environmental tourism have greatly increased and
governments, institutions, and universities have been quick
to catch on. All of these groups have been keen to capitalize
on the popularity of recreation. However, without the proper
education and management, the environment can suffer
major losses.

This is where governments, businesses, and others looking
to support outdoor recreation have a crucial role to play. There
is a huge potential for these groups to manage recreation
carefully and to promote environmental conscientiousness.
Some groups have already begun to take steps in this
direction. Okemo Mountain Resort in Vermont, for instance,
has been buying renewable energy for their three popular
ski areas in order to lessen their environmental impact.
The New Zealand government is also a good example of an
institution working to educate people about the impacts of
outdoor recreation. At the majority of parks, public beaches,
and other areas of outdoor recreation in New Zealand, the
government has placed signs providing information on the
native flora and fauna and the risks that people pose to them.
These efforts are an important starting place for recreational
promoters to balance the harms of recreation. However, it is
also crucial that individuals recognize their personal role in
environmental degradation. Often, outdoor enthusiasts are
blind to their own impact on the environment; if everyone
wants to continue enjoying the outdoors, each person must
take responsibility for their own actions. This is not to say
that recreation should be stopped, simply that it has a larger
impact on the environment than many are conscious of and
that lack of knowledge is something that needs to change.
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"Fun Home" Breaks the Coming-Of-Age Mold
By Charlotte Schwebel

Cartoon by Lo Wall

If you take anything out of this review, it should be that I
not only recommend that you see the Colorado Springs Fine
Arts Center’s production of “Fun Home,” but that I think attendance should be mandatory.
“Fun Home” is an autobiographical coming-of-age story
that breaks the musical mold. his production explores the
life of Alison Bechdel, a lesbian cartoonist who grew up with
a closeted father in the small town of Beech Creek, Pa. Her
family looks perfect from the outside, but there are problems
under the surface. For example, Bechdel’s father committed
suicide soon after she came out to him. Some plot points are
made clear early on, but the audience discovers others as
Bechdel herself discovers them.
he show is based on the graphic memoir of the same title,
and often the two blend together. Bechdel wrote the book to
wide acclaim and, in it, we see her try to process the events
of her life, most pressingly through her relationship with her
father. In “Fun Home” the musical, Bechdel is on stage as an
adult, creating her memoir, trying to remember the events
that formed her identity
If you have read the graphic memoir, you can close your

The FAC Brings Prom
to Campus
By Arielle Gordon
Prepare to dance the night away on Saturday night in the
Colorado Springs Fine Arts Center at Colorado College.
he FAC hosted its irst-ever silent disco in December. Since
the event was such a success, they are putting on another. he
event in December was called “Snow Ball.” he upcoming dis-

eyes and picture it while you listen to the stirring notes from
leading actress Allison Mickelson. he two merge seamlessly
into one—because they are one. For sticklers of the maintenance of plot between book and show, this musical will bring
you an almost irrepressible joy because, in this case, one isn’t
better than the other; they complement each other.
he music is soaring and the cast delivers it beautifully.
Kelly Tanberg, who plays young Alison, gives a particularly
rousing performance. hough only 11 years old, she has a
powerful stage presence and her voice carries throughout the
theater. Mickelson, who plays Alison Bechdel as she writes
the book, also has an incredible voice that blew me away during the performance.
he show is an odd choice for a conservative town, but it is
one I wholeheartedly support. Telling the story of a lesbian
cartoonist and her sexual awakening can introduce people
to homosexuality and the emotional weight that coming out
carries. As a lesbian woman, seeing another woman’s story
portrayed in such a powerful way was liberating. hough our
life experiences are diferent, it remained relatable and pure. I
felt deeply, across the range of human emotion. I was in Colo-

rado Springs, one of the most conservative towns in the country, watching simulated gay sex on stage-it was exhilarating
and redeeming.
Some have taken issue with this being the show that introduces queer stories to an audience that doesn’t often see
them; one of the most prominent gay characters could not be
described as a good person. Bechdel’s father likely had sex
with teenaged boys while married, and he deinitely had affairs with men. His demeanor towards his children was complicated as well; he was often an absent and over-demanding
father, obsessing over his home almost manically.
However, throughout the show, Bechdel attempts to reconcile and igure him out. As the show ended, my most pressing
thought was that he was “bad” because he couldn’t be open
about his sexuality, an important internal conlict that others
may miss.
If enough students show up to see this fantastic musical, it
could help shows like “Fun Home” continue at the FAC. At
the very least, you will have an amazing night of theatre where
you least expect it.

co will take people back to high school with a “Prom Redux”
theme. Prom attire is encouraged, but not required.
“It will be very similar to the Snow Ball, but this time we're
also positioning the event as a prom redux,” FAC Curatorial Assistant Blair Huf said. “Attendees are welcome, but of
course not obligated, to dress up to relive (or redo) their original prom experience. We also hope to have a photographer on
hand to recreate those fantastically awkward prom photos.”
Like Snow Ball, Prom Redux will also take place in the FAC
courtyard, underneath Buck Walsky’s “Beach Front” display.
he display features LED lights, which will glow along with
the special headphones in illuminating the event.
“In addition to providing a unique way to experience Buck

Walsky's immersive art installation ‘Beach Front,’ this also
provides us another opportunity to highlight local DJs,” Huf
said. “CC students DJ Hop and DJ Taz will be returning for this
event, and we're excited to include a new musical voice with
DJ Gravity.”
CC students Nico Calabria ‘18, known as DJ Hop, and Nelson Kies ’18, known as DJ Taz, will perform along with DJ
Gravity. Calabria and Kies also served as DJs during Snow Ball
and are looking forward to their next silent disco.
“My favorite part of DJing Snow Ball was looking out from
the DJ booth to see who was listening to what channel,” Calabria said. “As a DJ, you need to have a feeling for how the
crowd reacts to your music. he colored headphones let you
know when the audience is really feeling a particular song, so
it is kind of like direct feedback. Plus, the light installation was
really cool and I liked going out with some headphones to experience the other side of the event.”
Calabria is preparing for Prom Redux the same way he did
for Snow Ball: planning a general idea of what he wants his set
to look like, but also being prepared to adapt to the audience's
feelings on the ly.
“I hope I can put together a worldly set that brings diverse
styles of music together around the classic four on the loor
house beat,” Calabria said. “I love Afro-Caribbean rhythm
and I think Latin-inluenced dance music exists in a cool
space between house and samba/salsa/reggaeton, and other
genres. I am looking forward to playing danceable, groovy
music for an audience in an awesome location.”
he headphones given to attendees at the event are included with admission and will wirelessly connect to the music.
hese headphones will allow participants to change stations
to hear several diferent styles of music.
“I had never experienced a silent disco myself before, so I
was really struck by the communal atmosphere,” Huf said.
“You would think that you'd feel more divided from the group
since everyone is listening to their own headphones, but the
experience feels more unifying than anything. Plus, it's an
almost surreal experience to be able to take of your headphones and either chat with a friend without having to yell
over the music or just watch the dancing.”
he doors will open for the dance at 8 p.m., and admission
will be free to CC students with their student ID.

Photo by Daniel Sarché

Nico Calabria '18, known as DJ Hop, will be one of the DJs at the upcoming FAC Prom event.
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Frankie Cosmos Graces
The Black Sheep's Stage
By Noelle Edwards

Photo By Celia Herdic

With the appeal of well-known concert venues like he Ogden heatre and Pepsi Center only 70 miles from Colorado
College, it is easy to overlook smaller venues right here in
Colorado Springs. he Black Sheep, boasting a 450-person
capacity, is just under three miles from campus.
Denver venues and Red Rocks Amphitheatre are the usual
weekend attractions for students in Colorado interested in
concerts. But this past Friday, April 6, he Black Sheep was
packed with CC students when singer-songwriter Frankie
Cosmos came to town.
Greta Kline, afectionately known by her stage name Frankie
Cosmos, is a 24-year-old New York City native. She has previ-

ously played under the alias Ingrid Superstar and in the band
Porches. She loated into Colorado Springs last weekend and
graced the humble stage of he Black Sheep with an amazing
show. “Frankie Cosmos is connected to your soul,” as stated
on the Frankie Cosmos Facebook page. “Frankie Cosmos is
the lower you should grow.”
Cosmos deinitively proved this statement correct. As a
week-old listener of Frankie Cosmos, I was in awe of her stage
presence. At the end of the show, I actually felt a connection.
Cosmos’s eclectic sound and lyrics paired with the energized
crowd made for an exciting atmosphere inside the venue. he
“Frankie Cosmos” banner hanging behind Cosmos’s head

"Blockers" Brings Comedic Stage to High
School Prom
By Jordan Berman

I enjoyed “Blockers”-it surprised me, it made me laugh,
and I liked the characters enough to root for them, but not
enough that laughing at them was painful. It scratched an itch
similar to “Game Night,” and it did so with a fairly straightforward, relevant message. here’s nothing to dislike about this
movie, except maybe its idea: that responsible sex is nothing to worry about. In the event that you’re already turned
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of by that message, I doubt this movie is powerful enough
to change your mind. It’s less about persuasively telling that
message than using it to set up jokes. But there’s nothing
wrong with that, especially when the jokes are this good.
You might like its message, you might not. But I guarantee you that this movie will make you uncomfortable at one
point or another: hilariously uncomfortable—uncomfort-

was reminiscent of a “Happy Birthday” banner, complimenting the youthfulness that accompanies her sound.
he irst opener for Friday night’s show was Ashley Koett, a
senior at the University of Colorado Boulder. She joined the
West Coast Spring 2018 Tour for both the Boulder and Colorado Springs stops, and her other bandmates accompanied
her. “he crowd here tonight was really awesome and talkative,” Koett said. In August 2017, Koett transitioned from a
solo act, where she produced everything on her own, to performing with a band. While her songs complemented the rest
of the show, Koett’s sound is built on her own unique voice
and personal experiences.
he second opener was solo performer Hannah Reed, otherwise known as Lomelda. Lomelda’s performance seamlessly followed Koett’s performance. However, it was Cosmos’s
eagerly anticipated show that had the audience jumping up
and down.
When Cosmos inally sailed onto the stage, the audience
erupted in applause. Cosmos was incredibly interactive as
she greeted the crowd. Fellow band members Alex Bailey,
Lauren Martin, and Luke Pyenson joined her. he crowd was
a diverse mix of Colorado Springs residents and CC students,
long-time fans and irst-time listeners.
Cosmos pleased the crowd with songs from her newest album, “Vessel,” released on March 30. “Very easy to listen to,
and just danceable enough," said junior Simone Hall, a irsttime listener. New fans, although unable to recite the lyrics,
seemed to be just as engaged and excited about the show as
long-time listeners.
“I've been following Greta Cline in Porches and as Frankie
Cosmos for a while,” said junior Sam Silverman. “I think she
did such a good job mixing her new album [‘Vessels’] and
more popular songs. It also really helped that you could tell
so many people there were into her music, which made it a
ton of fun."
While the concert was not a full-ledged dance party, the
swaying and light head-bopping of the crowd matched the
ambiance of Cosmos’ songs. he only complaint verbalized
by CC students was that they wished the show had gone on
longer.

able in the sense that it will make you think, “his would
never happen, and the fact that it is happening is ridiculous.”
While you’re thinking that, something even more insane will
happen-insane, that is, without breaking realism, which
is another achievement. Everything could happen, in some
dark timeline, and that’s a very modern Hollywood comedy
approach. Hell, even the title is poking and prodding at the
boundaries of what’s acceptable.
John Cena is a funny guy. He plays a caricatured, overprotective version of himself way out of his depth, and I wouldn’t
have it any other way. he two other leads, Leslie Mann and
Ike Barinholtz, play the textbook helicopter mom and scummy absentee dad that you’ve seen in plenty of other movies.
But they own these archetypes to the umpteenth degree. hey
take these well-known characters to your sexy, uncomfortable, disappointing prom. hey don’t belong by any means,
which is the source of most of the ilm’s comedy.
If you liked the jokes in the trailer, you’re going to like the
comic style of the ilm. Gary Cole and Hannibal Buress anchor the supporting adult cast, but the young actors are no
slouches either. Even Chad, a young character positioned as
schlocky and of-putting, will probably win you over in the
end with his overabundant conidence. Top marks all around
for the cast.
here’s not much more to this movie, to be honest. Don’t go
looking for philosophical musing or gunights. Go looking for
touching moments of both kinds, some good points on the
double standards of young sexuality, and expect it all to be
played for laughs.

You’ll like this movie if:
-You’re in the mood for a raunchy, feel-good comedy.
-You enjoy watching a semi-likeable adult make a fool
of themself.
-And his name is JOHN CENA!

Skip this movie if:

Cartoon by Lo Wall

-You’re uncomfortable with gross-out humor.
-You’re sure that sex is purely for the married and for
procreation.
-You’re not willing to watch a movie with male genitalia,
copious vomit, lots of butts, or tastefully brief sex.

